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HIGHLIGHTS

/
Delft is world-famous for its Delft Blue and is
known as the city of JohannesVermeer &
contemporaries, William of Orange and
technology. Enjoy the surprises offered by this
authentic university city with its centuries-old
canals, historic plazas and cosy pedestrian streets
with contemporary shops.
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NEW

CHURCH

/
The high tower of this church is an indispensable part of
the Delft streetscape. The church is home to the royal
crypts and the mausoleum of William of Orange. Tip:
climb the second-tallest church tower in the Netherlands
and enjoy the lovely view of the city and environs.
(closed on Sundays)
oudeennieuwekerkdelft.nl
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OLD

CHURCH

/
This church, with its striking, crooked tower is the
oldest church in Delft. In the church, with its beautiful
stained-glass windows, you will find the graves of famous
Dutch people, such as painter Johannes Vermeer and
scientist Antoni van Leeuwenhoek.
(closed on Sundays)
oudeennieuwekerkdelft.nl
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CITY

HALL

/
If you look carefully at the city hall, you will note two
different structures. The city hall, rebuilt in renaissance
style (1618-1620), was built around the medieval tower
‘Het Steen’, which dates from the 13th century. The
tower was used as a prison, whose most famous prisoner
was Balthasar Gerards, the murderer of William of
Orange.
3
MUSEUM
DELFT

PRINSENHOF

/
The beautiful, monumental building in which the
museum is housed was the place where William of
Orange worked, lived and was murdered in the 16th
century. The bullet holes are still visible in the wall.
This museum invites you to explore the history of the
Netherlands, William of Orange and Delft Blue in an
interactive way. More information about temporary
exhibits can be found on prinsenhof-delft.nl.
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VERMEER

CENTRE

DELFT

/
The most famous girl from Delft is of course the ‘Girl
with the pearl earring’ by the 17th century master of light:
Johannes Vermeer. The painter lived and worked in Delft
all his life. In the Vermeer Centre Delft, you can discover
everything about his life, family and work, and you can
view true-size reproductions of all his works.
vermeerdelft.nl

18
MUSEUM PAUL
VAN ELVEN

TETAR

22
MUSEUMHOUSE
MEERTEN

VAN

/
In this canal house dating from the 16th century, you find
yourself transported back to the 19th century. Go back in
time in this former residence and studio of the 19th
century artist and collector Paul Tetar van Elven. The
luxurious interior still breathes the authentic atmosphere
of his time.
tetar.nl

/
This house in neo-renaissance style was built in 1893 for
art and antiques collector Lambert van Meerten. The
building has unique details such as beautiful panelling,
leaded glass and an impressive staircase.
museumhuizen.nl/huis-van-meerten
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CANAL

CRUISE

DELFT

/
The centuries-old, romantic canals are iconic for Delft.
Take a cruise and discover historic Delft. There are daily
cruises several times a day, during which the skipper
leads you through the history of Delft.
(closed from November through March)
rondvaartdelft.nl
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WINDMILL

DE

ROOS

/
This authentic mill does its work every week on wind
power: from organic grain to flour. Volunteers are happy
to show you around the mill; sometimes it is even
possible to take a peek around the top of the mill.
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CITY

GATE

OOSTPOORT

/
Delft originally had eight city gates, dating from the 15th
century. The Oostpoort is the only one still standing.
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MARIA

VAN

JESSE

CHURCH

/
This neo-gothic Roman Catholic church was built at the
end of the 19th century. The Maria chapel in the Jozefstraat is open daily and lends itself outstandingly to
moments of silent meditation. The church itself is open
at varying times for visits.
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BOTANICAL
DELFT

GARDEN

/
Immerse yourself in this unique oasis with, among other
things, an arboretum, herb garden and greenhouses with
tropical and subtropical plants.
tudelft.nl/en/botanicgarden

Order tickets online via Delft.com

D
ELFTWARE
/
The historic centre breathes Delftware due to the
many Delftware ceramic-inspired artworks
that are part of the streetscape and souvenir shops
around the Market.The ceramics are famous
worldwide and still made in the authentic way at the
following places.
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ROYAL

DELFT

/
In the only remaining ceramic factory from the 17th century,
you can discover the history of Delft Blue. Visit the museum
with iconic Delft Blue masterpieces and see the master
painters at work.
royaldelft.com
5

WELCOME
IN
DELFT
/
City map & highlights

DE

CANDELAER

DE

BLAUWE

/
A small ceramic factory where Delftware ceramics are
produced, painted and fired in the traditional way.
candelaer.nl
5

TULP

/
In this ceramics studio, you see how Delftware ceramics are
produced in the traditional way and how painters decorate
the pieces by hand.
bluetulip.nl

TIP

/
Walk the 3.5 km-long ceramic route along Delft’s most
beautiful artworks. The route starts from the
garden of Museum Prinsenhof Delft 3 . Look on
Delft.com/routes for our free walking routes.

VVV
/

DELFT

Curious about more special places and the
stories of the city? Or would you rather explore
with a guide? Inquire at the Tourist Info Centre
about a historic city walk or a tour with a guide.
+31 (0)15 215 40 52
hello@delft.com
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ROUTE

ROYAL

DELFT

/
Walk from the Market in 20 minutes to Royal Delft.

MORE
I
NSPIRATION
/
Discover Delft just a bit differently and enjoy these
special green locations.
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DELFTSE

HOUT

Station

/
Visit recreation and conservation area Delftse Hout. With a
large (swimming) pond, city farm with water playground and
restaurants. A 20-minute walk from downtown.

1

AGNETAPARK

/
Admire the Agnetapark, a unique garden village in a park
setting from the end of the 19th century for workers from the
yeast factory. A 20-minute walk from downtown.

Rotterdamseweg 196, Delft
royaldelft.com
Rather not walk?
Take the shuttle from the Market. Tickets can be purchased
at the Tourist Info Centre.

Address: J.C. van Markenweg/Zocherweg.

